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INTRODUCTION

The Natal Township Property consists of eight mining claims 
(1133929, 1133930, 1133931, 1133934, 1133935, 1133936, 1133937, and 
1133938) located in the south-east corner of Natal Township, Ontario. 
Geological mapping was completed on claims 1133937 and 1133938 and 
magnetics and VLF geophysics surveys were run over claims 1133929, 
1133930, 1133931, and 1133934 during the late summer of 1991. To 
facilitate the geophysical program a grid with 100m spaced lines 
oriented at 900 was cut over claims 1133929, 1133930, 1133931, and 
1133934. A trench was excavated, mapped and sampled at L99W;8+75S on 
claim 1133934 to determine the extent of a quartz ankerite vein that 
had been discovered during the summer of 1990. A sample of this quartz 
ankerite vein taken in 1990 assayed 1090 ppb gold. A brief examination 
of the geology of unstaked ground located to the north of the property 
was completed.

With the completion of the 1991 program the entire Natal 
Property has been geologically mapped. Results indicate that the 
western portion of the property geology consists of a sequence of 
overturned volcaniclastic intermediate to mafic tuffs oriented roughly 
westerly and dipping steeply south. A large fault, called the Central 
Fault trends northerly through the centre of the property. To the east 
of the fault the geology consists of intermediate volcaniclastic flows 
and tuffs trending northerly.

During the mapping of claims 1133937, and 1133938 a 20 cm. 
thick quartz ankerite vein (located in claim 1133938) was discovered 
that returned anomalous assays for gold (eg. 730 ppb Au).

The trenching and sampling completed in claim 1133934 
indicated that while the quartz ankerite vein discovered in 1990 
contained anomalous gold concentrations the veining itself was 
discontinuous.

The 1991 VLF survey completed the VLF coverage on the eight 
claims of the Natal Property. The magnetic survey indicates a zone of 
high magnetic relief near the southern portions of the Central Fault. 
A quartz carbonate arsenopyrite boulder which assayed 9874 ppb Au was 
found in this area. An extensive VLF conductor delineates the Central 
Fault across the property.

LOCATION and ACCESS

The Natal Township (Twp.) property is located 620 kms. north 
of Toronto midway between Sudbury and Timmins (Figure 1). Located in 
the south-east corner of Natal Twp. the property is composed of 8 
mining claims.

Access to the property is possible by road from Highway 560 
at a point 21 kms west of the village of Shining Tree, Ontario. The 
property is located l km. north along a gravel logging road.

The property has been clear cut logged, improving rock 
exposure and access.
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VEGETATION and CLIMATE

The entire property with the exception of low lying wet areas 
has been clear-cut logged. This cutting was completed prior to 1986 
and aerial spraying of herbicide ( Vision defoliant, 1989) and planting 
of pine seedlings has taken place since that period. Clear-cut areas 
generally contain one metre high pine seedlings, and one to two metre 
poplar and birch saplings with occasional mature trees up to 15 m. Low 
wet areas are covered with spruce, cedar and balsam trees.

Climate in the area is typical of northern Ontario.

TOPOGRAPHY

Relief on the property is approximately 40 m. A hydro 
electric transmission line runs along the eastern boundary of the 
property. This power line parallels a creek generally less than 5 m. 
wide which flows north. Known as Hydro Creek it has 50 to 75 m. wide 
grassy banks which occasionally flood due to beaver damming.

The property is generally well drained with small swamps 
formed from runoff. There is approximately 5% to 10% rock outcrop 
covered by a thin bouldery till. A small esker, located in claim 
1133936, trends north-south across the property.

CLAIMS

The property consists of eight registered mining claims 
located in the Larder Lake Mining District (figure 2).

TABLE 1. MINING CLAIMS

CLAIM STAKING DATE WORK COMPLETED in 1991

1133929 04/04/90 Grid cutting, Mag and VLF
1133930 04/04/90 Grid cutting, Mag and VLF
1133931 04/04/90 Grid cutting, Mag and VLF
1133934 05/04/90 Trenching, Grid cutting, Mag

 and VLF
1133935 05/04/90
1133936 05/04/90
1133937 05/04/90 Geological mapping
1133938 05/04/90 Geological mapping

Note: Geology and Geophysics are plotted at 1:2000 scale.

All of the claims are the property of the author, Michael J. 
Perkins, 514 Crawford St., Toronto, Ont., and are in good standing as 
of the publication of this report.
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PAST WORK

Regional

The first recorded geologic investigation of the area was in 
1897 when E.M. Burwash, a geologist with the Ontario Bureau of Mines 
(OBM) surveyed the Nipissing-Algoma Line which runs along the Natal- 
Knight Township Boundary.

The history of exploration in the Shining Tree Mining Camp 
dates back to 1908 when a prospector discovered gold in MacMurchy 
Township south of Natal Township. This discovery prompted a large 
exploration rush and the entire region was examined and prospected 
until 1929. In 1925 a reconnaissance mapping program at l inch to 1.5 
miles was carried out by the Ontario Department of Mines (ODM) and 
later in 1931 at l inch to 0.75 miles . There is no record in 
assessment files held in Toronto of work done on the property, but 
field evidence in the form of old claim posts and iron survey bars, and 
a cabin located just north of the property containing AQ drill core, 
indicate that some group has done unrecorded work on the property.

In 1973 the ODM, Geological Division carried out a combined 
geochemical and Quaternary geology survey over six townships in the 
area including Natal Township. In 1974 M.W. Carter of the Ontario 
Geological Survey (OGS) completed geological mapping of Natal and 
Knight Townships at l inch to 0.25 miles.

While some work had been completed on claims directly north 
of the property by Getty Mining Northeast Ltd. in the mid 1970's, the 
only real activity on the property has been an airborne magnetics and 
E-M survey flown in 1974 by Timiskaming Nickel Limited. An airborne 
magnetics and EM survey completed by the Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines was released in January 1991.

Natal Township was closed to staking in 1978 due to the Bear 
Island Indian Caution and reopened for staking on April 4, 1990.

1990 Geology and Geophysics Program

Staking of the Natal Township Property was done in April 1990 
when the Bear Island Indian Caution was lifted. During the following 
summer and fall a flagged grid was completed over the property. A VLF 
survey was completed over claims 1133935, 1133936, 1133937, and 
1133938. Geological mapping and sampling of claims 1133929, 1133930, 
1133931, 1133934, 1133935, and 1133936 was completed during the summer 
of 1990. Assays indicated that an anomalous quartz ankerite vein was 
located in claim 1133934. Also a black cherty zone that paralleled a 
VLF conductor was located in claims 1133936 and 1133938. A major north 
trending fault was also identified and called the Central Fault.

PRESENT WORK

During the summer months of 1991 a grid was cut over claims 
1133929, 1133930, 1133931, 1133934 and magnetic and VLF-EM surveys 
completed over it. The cut grid consists of Tie-Line L95W ( cut during 
the 1990 program and brushed out in 1991), oriented due north with
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lines oriented at 90" spaced 100 metres apart with stations every 25 
metres. These lines were labelled to tie them in with the east-west 
base line, cut during 1990, located along the northern boundary of the 
property (Figure 3).

The geophysics surveying was done using a Crone Geophysics 
Limited RADEM VLF-EM set to Annapolis, Maryland, and a Barringer 
Research GM-122 proton precession magnetometer. Problems with the VLF 
instrument prevent the use of any data other than the dip component of 
the signal.

Geological mapping of the property was completed over claims 
1133937 and 1133938 using the 1990 grid for control.

Zone 3, the quartz ankerite vein located in 1990 was trenched 
manually and mechanically using a Liebherr 912 backhoe then mapped and 
sampled to determine the extent of gold mineralization.

All field information was plotted at 1:2000 scale on rough 
field maps, then compiled using 1:2000 scale airphotos for topographic 
control.

In addition to work completed on the Natal Property 
prospecting was done in the Natal Lake area and part of eastern Natal 
Township. During the period of 15 July to 18 July a tent camp was 
set up on Natal Lake and portions of the lake shore and surrounding 
areas were prospected and sampled. The routes prospected and sample 
locations are attached in appendix 3. Geology observed on these 
traverses generally concurs with that shown on Carter's geology map 
#2465. The majority of the quartz veins found trended 040-500 
direction parallel to the major fault located along the West Montreal 
River.

On 24 and 25 July two traverses were completed from the hydro 
electric transmission line over unstaked ground located north of the 
Natal Township Property to examine quartz veins indicated on the 
published geologic maps. These veins were not found with the exception 
of a small barren white quartz vein.

None of the samples taken during the prospecting and assayed 
produced significant values.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The bedrock in the area has been dated as Early (Archean) and 
Middle Precambrian. Metamorphosed extrusive and intrusive rocks 
ranging in composition from ultramafic through to felsic comprise the 
Archean suite. These are interbedded with subordinate metasediments 
and diabase dikes. The metavolcanics belong to the subalkalic and 
alkalic suites and together with the metasediments are folded about a 
north-westerly trending synclinal fold axis located in central Natal 
and southwestern Knight Townships. Intrusive rocks are composed of 
altered massive to porphyritic granitoid rocks with Nipissing type 
diabase dikes forming northwesterly trending swarms.

The Middle Precambrian is represented by diabase dikes and 
the clastic rocks belonging to the Gowganda Formation of the Huronian 
Super Group. Gowganda Formation rocks are not found on the property 
but are located to the north and east.
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Northwesterly trending faults appear to have a large dip slip 
component to their movement. In eastern Natal Township the downthrow 
component is believed to be to the east. Mineralization in the area 
consists of gold, copper, silver, cobalt and asbestos as vein type 
deposits, and nickel as stratabound deposits associated with 
ultramafic, komatiitic rocks (Carter, 1983).

NATAL TOWNSHIP PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The geologic mapping of claims 1133937 and 1133938 in 1991 
completed coverage of the Natal Township Property. The mapping project 
confirms that the property is underlain by intermediate to mafic rocks 
similar to the lithology identified during the 1991 survey (Figure 4). 
The majority of units are composed of intermediate pyroclastic tuffs 
and flows cut by narrow l to 10 m. diabase dikes of the Nipissing type.

Geological Legend

Based on previous mapping the following geologic legend was 
used in the field.

5. Mafic and Ultramafic Intrusions
5a. Diabase 
5b. Gabbro

4. Metasedimentary Rocks
4a. Conglomerate:

Fine to medium grained, grey-green and brownish 
purple matrix containing subrounded to subangular 
pebble to boulder sized clasts of variable 
composition.

3. Felsic Metavolcanics
3a. Felsic Flows:

As per 2a with increased quartz content and 
bleached appearance.

2. Intermediate Metavolcanics
2a. Flows: Aphanitic and homogranular, massive, grey green. 
2b. Porphyritic Flows:

As per 2a. with easily visible feldspar and/or
amphibole phenocrysts. 

2c. Feldspar-Quartz Porphyritic Flow:
As per 2b. with 151; to 2 0^ feldspar phenocrysts
and 1C^ to 15% transparent quartz phenocrysts. 

2d. Tuff: Fine grained, grey to grey-green, exhibits bedding
(occasionally graded), and interbedded chert
bands.
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2e. Crystal Tuff:
Brown, purple-brown and grey in colour, medium
grained with amphibole and/or feldspar crystals. 

2f. Lapilli Tuff with Aphanitic Clasts:
Grey green aphanitic to medium grained matrix with
5C^ to 75% sub angular to subrounded aphanitic
clasts. 

2g. Lapilli Tuff with Phaneritic Clasts:
As per 2f but clasts are phaneritic. 

2h. Agglomerate:
As per 2f and 2g but clasts are bomb to block
sized.

1. Mafic Metavolcanics
la. Flows: Aphanitic, dark green, purple green, massive to

weakly foliated. 
Ib. Tuff: Fine to medium grained, dark green to black,

massive to weakly foliated with prominent
amphibole crystals, 

le. Lapilli Tuff:
As per Ib but containing lapilli sized fragments
of mafic to intermediate composition.

Id-h Altered Ultramafic Metavolcanics
Id. Chlorite Calcite Schist:

Light green to white, chlorite fragments upto 10cm
in length enclosed in a fine grained white calcite
matrix, 

le. Chlorite Ankerite Schist:
As per Id with 5% to 20% ankerite. 

If. Chlorite Ankerite Quartz Schist:
As per le with minor banded quartz present, 

lg. Chlorite Ankerite Quartz Fuchsite Schist:
As per If with \ \ to 5% apple green mica believed
to be fuchsite present (Ih indicates a high
concentration locally)

A. Distinctive purple brown and green mottled alteration in fine 
grained to aphanitic mafic and intermediate to mafic rocks often 
containing amphibole crystals.

Property Geology

The Natal Lake property can be easily divided into two 
groups. The East Fault Group, composed of those rocks lying east of 
the Central Fault (trending 3400 ) which cuts through the centre of the 
property, and the rocks to the west called the West Fault Group (Figure
4).

The Central Fault is a major structural break with 
undetermined displacement. Carter (1983) interprets it as a fault with 
significant dip slip motion, with the down throw block to the east. 
This report focuses on the geology of the West Fault Group as the East
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Fault Group has been described previously (Perkins, 1991).
The West Fault Group is underlain by mafic volcanic flows and 

tuffs in the south grading into a large package of intermediate 
pyroclastic rocks in the north. Generally the units tend to show 
graded bedding and distinct contacts striking east-west and dipping 7O0 
south. Locally the stratigraphy is overturned as graded bedding 
indicates younging to the north. A summary of stratigraphy from 
oldest, in the south, to youngest, in the north is as follows:

Mafic Volcanics
A mafic volcanic package of unknown thickness is found along 

the southern boundary of the property underlying 1/2 of the 
Group. Composed primarily of mafic tuffs that contain narrow 
beds of intermediate tuffs, this unit grades upward into a unit 
of intermediate flows and pyroclastic agglomerates.

Intermediate Flows
Composed of intermediate flows with generally thin (less 

than 2 m.) banded intermediate tuff beds this unit is 
approximately 150 m. thick and represents the oldest intermediate 
volcanics in the Group. Lenses and pods of intermediate lapilli 
tuffs that may represent ash flow channels are contained in the 
flows.

Intermediate Agglomerate and Tuff
A 10 m. thick bed of intermediate agglomerate and tuff lies 

along the contact between the basal intermediate flows and the 
overlying intermediate tuffs.

Banded Intermediate Tuffs with Chert
Up to 250 m. in thickness this tuff sequence is 

characterized by the presence of graded bedding. Bedding is 
oriented at 650 to 1000 , and dips 60 to 800 south. Graded bedding 
indicates tops to the north implying that the strata are 
overturned. This unit also contains some intermediate flows but 
generally these have limited thickness and extent.

Intermediate Lapilli Tuffs
Directly above the banded tuffs is an intermediate lapilli 

tuff unit up to 250 m. thick. Narrow beds of intermediate tuffs 
and crystal tuffs are found throughout the unit and a 100 m. by 
250 m. unit of feldspar quartz flow is located near the lower 
contact of the unit. Two smaller zones of feldspar quartz flows 
are located within the lapilli tuffs. Possibly representing flow 
channels, these small units appear truncated and of limited 
extent.

Intermediate Agglomerate
Sixty metres thick, this unit overlies and is intercalated 

with intermediate lapilli tuffs. This unit exhibits an increase 
in fragment size suggesting either closer proximity to the
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volcanic centre or an increase in volcanic activity and force.

Intermediate Crystal Tuff
The northernmost unit discovered on the property, this 

intermediate crystal tuff has unknown thickness and a sharp 
contact with the underlying intermediate agglomerate.

Trenching

A trench was excavated over Zone 3 (L99W;857S in claim 
1133934) which consists of an irregular quartz ankerite vein discovered 
in 1990, that assayed 1090 ppb Au. The quartz ankerite vein is 
approximately 20 cm. thick with ankerite comprising 20% of the vein 
material giving a rusty brown, vuggy appearance to the vein. It 
intrudes a homogeneous, iron stained, fine grained intermediate 
volcanic tuff that contains 1 Z disseminated fine grained pyrite. In 
1990 a small trench measuring 5m. by 3 m. was excavated manually over 
the showing in an attempt to determine the extent of mineralization and 
veining.

Early in the 1991 program the trench was enlarged manually 
and later mechanically using a Liebherr 912 backhoe. The resulting 
trench measures 40 m. by 35 m. forming a lopsided cross (Figure 5).

The trench was extended in both north-south and east-west 
directions to determine the veins' strike length and any existing 
parallel veins. The host rocks are intermediate lapilli tuffs with 
ankerite alteration in a 5 m. zone surrounding the veins. The veining 
appears to have altered the lapilli tuffs to a fine grained, light 
green, pyritized rock. The zone of ankerite alteration grades into 
unaltered lapilli tuffs.

Along strike the vein becomes narrower and finally disappears 
into a number of quartz ankerite veinlets. No parallel zones were 
uncovered by trenching and the absence of ankerite alteration elsewhere 
indicates that parallel veins do not exist in the near vicinity of the 
zone. Grab samples taken in the trench show that the highest gold 
concentrations are located where the vein is the thickest. Assay 
results of 597, 398, and 370 ppb Au were obtained from the thickest 
points in the vein and in jointing and shearing that cut across the 
vein.

Geologic sampling

A total of 37 grab samples were taken during the course 
of the mapping (3), prospecting (13) and trenching (21) programs. 
These samples were assayed using fire assay/atomic absorption methods 
at Swastika Laboratories, Swastika, Ontario, and X-ray Assay 
Laboratories, Don Mills, Ontario. Copies of the Geochemical Analysis 
Certificates, sample descriptions and locations are attached in 
appendix 1.

PROPERTY GEOPHYSICS

VLF-EM and magnetometer surveys were conducted over claims
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1133929, 1133930, 1133931, and 1133934 using a Crone RADEM VLF-EM 
instrument, tuned to Annapolis, Maryland (21.4 Khz.), and a Barringer 
Research GM-122 proton precession magnetometer (sensitivity l gamma). 
The surveys were completed on the same grid as the geology survey. 
Details of instrument operation and sensitivity for the Crone VLF are 
attached in Appendix 2.

Only one conductor (S4) was discovered, paralleling the major 
fault located in claims 1133931 and 1133934 (Figure 6). The location 
of the Central Fault in the area is believed to explain the existence 
of the S4 conductor. The hydro electric transmission lines bordering 
the property influence and distort the VLF signals for a distance of 
250-300 m. so any geologic conductors located inside this area are 
masked.

The magnetics survey indicated a series of high magnetic 
readings trending northerly. The high peaks overlie previously 
discovered diabase dikes. Examples of magnetic anomalies caused by 
diabases are located at L4S;99W, Les/gs+SOW, and L8S;96W. The magnetic 
high located at L1S;94+540W is near an outcropping of mafic tuffs but 
may represent the continuation of the diabase dike located at L5S;94W.

A large zone of strong magnetic intensity trends northerly 
and is centred about L6S;95W. This effect is currently unexplained but 
may be due to a higher percentage of iron in the underlying 
intermediate volcanics. The area appears truncated to the west by the 
Central Fault, and the magnetic highs found along the southern portions 
of the fault are likely caused by a diabase dike.

Approximately two hundred and eighty-eight stations, 
totalling 7.2 line kilometres were surveyed using VLF and magnetics.

PROPERTY ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

During geologic mapping of claim 1133938 a small quartz 
ankerite vein was located at LIOS+SSW/S+SSS. Three samples (M9101 to 
3) taken from this narrow 5-20 cm. vein with ankerite alteration 
assayed 730, 290, and 410 ppb Au. This vein is poorly exposed but is 
located in a well drained area of sandy soil.

A guartz carbonate boulder with l-5% fine grained 
disseminated arsenopyrite was found at L7S;96W, beside Zone 5 which was 
discovered the previous year. This boulder assayed 9874 ppb Au, 
measured approximately 0.25 m. by 0.15 m., and was very angular.

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

With the completion of the 1991 geology and geophysics 
programs every claim on the Natal Township Property has been 
geologically mapped and surveyed using VLF-EM. Magnetic surveying has 
been completed over claims 1133929, 1133930, 1133931, and 1133934. The 
trenching of the anomalous quartz ankerite vein at 99W;84-75S showed 
that it had a short strike length. Further sampling showed it to be 
weakly anomalous in gold. The detailed mapping of the trench indicates 
that the ankerite alteration in the surrounding rock may be useful as 
an exploration tool.

A small quartz ankerite vein located at LIOS+SSW/S+SSS shows
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ankerite staining in the surrounding tuffs and assayed anomalously for 
gold in the three samples taken. This showing should be manually 
trenched to determine if the vein is of large enough extent to warrant 
more extensive mechanical trenching.

A boulder of quartz carbonate with arsenopyrite disseminated 
throughout it was found at 96W;L7S and assayed 9874 ppb Au. The 
boulder was angular and in the area of the VLF conductor S4 and raised 
magnetic response. The origins of this boulder are unknown so some 
effort should be made to determine if any showings are located in the 
region with similar lithologies. Prospecting for the source of the 
boulder should be undertaken.
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3. I have been employed in all capacities of an 
exploration geologist for the past 10 years.

4. I was present on the property during the periods 
covered, and completed or supervised all work 
covered in this report

Michael J. Perkins
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JJK i ^

6/06/91

6/06/91

6/06/91

8/24/91

7/16/91

SAMPLE

119101

H9102

H9103

H9104

M9105

NORTH NEST Location

-835 105SO

-835 10590

-835 10550

-875 '900 Trench at 99*!,
S70s
West side saai!
lake (Mire's
Lake) 500(p. north

DESCRIPTION

Quart: vein in 2d,c. White with an k
salvages, Sen thick
As per 9101 but larger vein located
15 PI nest
As per 9101 but larger vein located
15(1 west
Original Gv, white drusy with 5X
An?., 15ci. thick in pyritic 2e,g
finite drusy QV, contains dark
isineral, aliandine coloured
scratch, 2-ScB. thick, heiatite

HU Pt Cu pp P'b Zn p Pt Ni fig

ppb ppb ppa ppn ppn ppb pp.t pps
730

290

410

302

2 4.0 IE, l

51 rr'lOS

 'IE/91 M9112

7/16/91

of Natal Lake 
North side saali 
lake (Hue's 
Lake) 5000. north 
of Natal Lake 
Soffiiservill 
occurrence, 325si, 
Ncrtn of Hike's

Snail Laks 
located 150 s 
NWest of Nortnern 
Natal Lake (Windy 
Reed Fond; 
Sisal i Lake 
locatec 150 s 
N4es: of Northern 
Natal Lake (Windy 
Reed Pond; 
Eitall Lake 
located 750 t, 
Niiest of Northern 
hiatal Lake (Jays 
late]
iles t end a f small 
Lake located 750 
n NWest of 
Northern Natal 
Lake (Jays Lake) 
Bay on
south-wester,- end 
of Natal lake, 
east shore, 
farthest south 
vein 
Bay on
south-western end 
of Natal Lake, 
east shore, 
centre vein

colouration
QV, white, drusy, ,5e thick, fgr.,
suqary texture, strikes 60/-70S

Somerville Occurence QV, silky (l 
white, drusy, l.On thick, fg r ., 
suga r y texture, strikes 50/-85N, 
hematite staining coMon parallel 
to contacts.
Qv, Seis, thick, drusy, contains -d 
frags of ultramafic eaterial. 
strikes 55/35S

white- clear Q, .25c*. thick 
stnnqer zones, in 2g, icinor 
specula' hematite.

Str'eai?! sediiient sascle, gravelly 
sandy creek entering north side of 
Jay Lake.

White drusy 5V, in DiaDase or 22 
ultramafic, with pinkish orange 
fragments of orthoclase granite", 
.25i? blebs.

White drusy Gv, .25n thick, ex well 3 
developed, 5BF in size, barren.

White QV, stained with hematite, 
dark fgr. mineral present may be 
tournaline, 1.5m thick over 15n.

6.9

6.1

44.j

711.0

\.5



BATE SAMPLE 

7/18/91 M9114

NORTH WEST Location DESCRIPTION Au Pt Cu pp Pb In D Pt Ni Ag 

17.2

7/18/91 H9115

7/22/91 119116 -B75 9900

  '22/91 K9ii" -875 990C

Bay on
south-western end 
of Natal Lake, 
east shore, 
centre vein 
Bay on
south-western end 
of Natal Lake, 
east shore, 
farthest north 
vein
Trench at L99w, 
8755

Trench at L99w, 
8758

Trench at L99*, 
875E

Trench at L99w,
B
~ C - 
,: J-3

Trench at L99w, 
B75S

Trench at 1.99*, 
8755

H 0 122 -875 9900 Trench at L99n,

7/22/91 H911S -875 9900

-875 9900

-S75 9900

7/23 '91 M 0 123 -B?5 '900

8/26/91 H9125

8/26/91 (19126

8/26/91 H9127

8/26/91 K912S

8/26/91 M9129

-875 9900

-875 9900

-675 9900

-B75 9900

-875 9900

Trench at L99w,
P7 c,t u l J u'

FroiB edge of road 
in Knight 
Township

Trench at 99H,
870s
Trench at 99K,
870s

Trench at 99*.
870s
Trench at 99K,
870s
Trench at 9911,
870s

White QV, stained with hematite, (l 
dark fgr. mineral present nay be 
touraaline, 1.5u thick over 15m, 
saaple of tourealine rich zone.

tfhite QV, stained with hematite, 15 3300 
Cpy present 2X, as snail 2-3iBE. 
sized concentrations, anhedral .25n 
thick.

White/clear SV oriented along cross 280
cutting shear that offsets the
original QV, approx Bee thick, 5?.
ark, Tr, F'y, diss and fgr,
White/clear Ql1 oriented along cross 320
cutting shear that offsets the
original QV, approx Scffi thick, 5/i
ank, Tr. Py, diss and fgr.
White/clear QV oriented along cross HO
cutting shear that offsets the
original QV, approx 4ca thick, incl
of country rocks (2'd), Tr. Py, diss
and fgr, graphite"5 , .
QV, 3ci, thick, rusty inclusions of 370
country rocks, cgr., appears barren
Banded fgr. Quart:, bands of 4?
Chlorite rich and ank ri:h, appro;.;
.5 c* thick, Tr. fgr. Py.
Banded fgr. Quart:, bands of 46
Chlorite rich and ank rich, approx
.5 c si thick, Tr, fgr. Py.
Q in 2d, ainor eh! altn to 21
serpentine or fuchsite, G breccia
with QV's appros 0.5ci thick with
ank along contacts.
F roi boulder on top of trench, dug 2
up while excavating, Qtz-Chl firec,
reselling la+Cb unit, no visible
sulphides
Sa/tple of core fros box TBL1 Bos 21 220 (10 139
Betty Nines 1970's drilling.
Graphite shear with lassive pyrite
over 2(i in length
As per 119104, O bleb/swell with 120
wall rock inclusions
2e,g host rock, ank altered, ninor nil
green frags (Chl-Fuch?), no visible
sulphides, aany i-icrc fi ^einlets
filling fractures
lb,2g minor Chl, pink Cb nil

2e,g highly jointed nil

2cs, 3-ftnk vein, vuggy white to 38 
clea" G with 10'i ant:.

138

{10 2.4



DATE SAMPLE NORTH WEST Location DESCRIPTION Au Pt Ci pp Pb Zn p Ft Ni Ag

8/26/91 M9130 -875 9900 Trench at 99*1,
8705

8/26/91 M9131 -875 9900 Trench at 99W,
870s

8/26/91 H9132 -875 9900 Trench at 99W,
870s

8/26/91 M9133 -875 9900 Trench at 99s,
8705 

8.''26,'91 119134 -675 99CO Trench at 99K,

8/26/91 f!9135 -S75 9900 Trench at 99N,
B70s

8/25/91 K :'136 -875 9900 Trench at 9?ls,
870s

8/26/91 !1 5 137 -700 9600 At Zone 5

Q boulders taken from pit beside
M9129
As per H9129, stringers of B-Ank,
leu thick in 2e,g containing diss
fgr. Py, occ rounded cone of Py
3-Afifc bled/swell in highly jointed
2e,g, very rotten appearance, prop
part of a faulted of Qv.
As per H9132 but t ore c ompetent
2e,g with Py and 2K. fi veinlets
Black 2q (arkose'1 ) no sulphides
grades into 2g with black fgr.
satrix to east
Minor 0-Ank vn in altered 2g
X-cutting original showing
Resdiiple of original Vein, South
end
Boulder, 30ce by 5ci of grey
carbonate cut by stringers of white
carb containing HO* AsPy as fgr.,
to BasEive concentrations

144

36

398

79

nil

141

597



XRAL X-KAY AbbAY LAbUKA l UKItb
A DIVISION OF SGS SUPERVISION SERVICES INC.

1885 LESLIE STREET - DON MILLS, ONTARIO M3B 3J4 - CANADA 
TEL: (416)445-5755 TELEX: 06-986947 FAX: (416)445-4152

CERTIFICATE OF AJST.A.I.,YS IS

CUSTOMER No. 2158

DATE SUBMITTED 
26-Sep-91

REF. FILE 10930-Q7 Total Pages l

8 CR.ROCKS, l W.CORE, 23 ROCKS

 METHOD DETECTION LIMIT 
AU PPB FADCP 1. 
NI PPM DCP 1. 
CU PPM DCP .5 
ZN PPM DCP .5 
AG PPM DCP .5 
PT PPB FADCP 10. 
PB PPM DCP 2.

*** UNLESS INSTRUCTED OTHERWISE WE WILL DISCARD PULPS 90 DAYS *** 
AND REJECTS 30 DAYS FROM DATE OF THIS REPORT

DATE 21-OCT-91 CERTIFIED BY
Philip Boctor, Laboratory Manager

Member of the SGS Group (Soci6t6 GeYieYale de Surveillance)



XRAL
14-AUG-91 REPORT 16367 REF.FILE 10454-C3 PAGE 1 OF 1

SAMPLE AU PPB NI PPM CU PPM ZN PPM PB PPM

M9101 730
M9102 290
M9103 410
J9101 6
J9102 82

X-RAY ASSAY LABORATORIES 1885 Leslie Street Don Mills Ontario M3B 3J4 (416)446-5755 Fax (416)445-4152 Tlx 06-986947
Member of the SGS G roup ( Soci^te Centrale de Surveillance)



XRAL
21-OCT-91 REPORT 17053 REF.FILE 10930-Q7 PAGE 1 OF 1

SAMPLE AU PPB NI PPM CU PPM ZN PPM AG PPM PT PPB PB PPM

M9105 
M9106 
M9107

M9108 
M9109 
M9110 
M9111 
M9112

M9113 
M9114 
M9115 
M9116 
M9117

M9118 
M9119 
M9120 
M9121 
M9122

M9123 
M9124

2
•e!

-Ci

3
<1
22
3

15
280
320

140
370
49
46
21

2
220

37

59
15

4.0 
6.9 
2.6

18.1

91. 
6.

44.
711.
130.

67.3
17.2

3300.

1380
828

76.8

•c.5

•e.5 
.8

139. 261.
•O
2.4

X-RAY ASSAY LABORATORIES 1885 Leslie Street Don Mills Ontario MOB 3J4 (416)445-5755 Fax (416)445-4152 Tlx 06-986947
Member of the SGS Group (Soci6t6 G6neYale de Surveillance)



Established 1928

Swastika Laboratories
A Division of Assayers Corporation Ltd.

Assaying - Consulting - Representation

Geochemical Analysis Certificate

Company: M . PERKINS

Project:
Attn:

Page 2 of 2 

1W-3866-RG1

Date: SEP-09-91

Copy l. 514 CRAWFORD ST. ,TORONTO,ONT. M6G 3J8 
2. PH# 416-534-6940

We hereby certify the following Geochemical Analysis of 53 ROCK samples 
submitted SEP-03-91 by M. PERKINS.

Sample 
Number

Au Au check 
ppb ppb

M-9104 302
M-9125
M-9126
M-9127
M-9128
M-9129
M-9130
M-9131
M-9132
M-9133
M-9134
M- 9 135
M-9136
M-9137

120
Nil
Nil
Nil
38
144
38

398
79

Nil
141
597

9806 9874

Certified by LVOvx^A dJL^j

P.O. Box 10, Swastika, Ontario POK1TO 
Telephone (705) 642-3244 FAX (705)642-3300
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CRONE GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 
RADEM VLF EM RECEIVER

An EM receiver measuring the FIELD STRENGTH, x 
DIP ANGLE and QUADRATURE components of the VLF 
communications stations.

This is a rugged, simple to operate, ONE MAN EM unit. It can be used without line cutting and is thus ideally suited for
OUND LOCATION OF AIRBORNE CONDUCTORS and RECONNA1SANCE SURVEYS of MINERAL SHOWINGS. 

. ..is instrument utilizes higher than normal EM frequencies and is capable of detecting poorly conductive sulphide deposits 
and fault zones. It accurately isolates BANDED CONDUCTORS and operates through areas of HIGH POWERLINE NOISE. 
The method is capable of deep penetration but due to the high frequency used its penetration is limited in areas of clay and 
conductive overburden.
The DIP ANGLE measurement detects a conductor from a considerable distance and is used primarily for locating conductors. 
The FIELD STRENGTH measurement is used to define the shape and attitude of the conductor.

Instrument Sales, Rental and Repair Services
Contract Survey Services
Consulting Services
Computer Plotting and Processing Services

HEAD OFFICE: 3607 Wolfedalc Rd
-, M1SS1SSAUGA, Ontario 

CANADA L5C 1V8 
PHONE: (416) 270-0096 
TELEX 06 961260



SPECIFICATIONS*

SOURCE OF PRIMARY FIELD: 

NUMBER OF STATIONS: 

STATIONS AVAILABLE:

Standard

Optional

CODE
CMsw
AM
H
BOF
E
MS
OD
NC
HN
YJ
TJ
BA

VLF Communications Stations l to 25 KHz
7 Switch Selectable
The Seven Stations May Be Selected From:

CALL SIGN FREQUENCYSTATION A LOCATION
Cutler, Maine 
Seattle, Washington 
Annapolis, Maryland 
Laulualei, Hawaii 
Bordeaux, Frace 
Rugby, England 
Moscow, Russia 
Odessa (Black Sea) 
Exmouth, Australia 
Helgelend, Norway 
Yosamai, Japan 
Tokyo, Japan

NAA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^-70KHz
NLK. ... .. . .. .. . . . 24.8KHz
NSS. . .... ........ 21.4KHz
NPM.............. 23.4KHz
NWU...... . . . . . . . . 15.1 KHz
CBR.............. 16.0KHz
UMS...... ........ 17.1KHz
EWB.............. 15.6KHz
NWC.... .. . . . . . . . . 22.3 KHz
JXZ........ ....... 17.6KHz
NOT.............. 17.4KHz
JG2AR. . . . . . . . . . . . 20.0KHz
.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.6KHzBuenos Aires, Argentina 

CHECK THAT STATION IS TRANSMITTING: Audible signal from speaker.
PARAMETERS MEASURED:
(1) DIP ANGLE in degrees of the magnetic field component, from the horizontal, of the major axis of the polarization 

ellipse. Detected by a minimum on the field strength meter and read from an inclinometer with a range of ± 160 .

(2) FIELD STRENGTH (total or horizontal) of ilie inayneiic component of the VLF field, (amplitude oClhe major axis 
of the polarization ellipse). Measured as a percent of normal field strength established at a base station. Accuracy 
±29:. dependent on signal. Meter has two ranges: O-30096 and 0-6009o.

(3) QUADRATURE component of the magnetic field, perpendicular in direction to the resultant field, as a percent 
of the normal field strength, (amplitude of the minor axis of the polarization ellipse). This is the minimum reading 
of the Field Strength meter obtained when measuring the dip angle. Accuracy ±29o.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: - 400C to 500C (- 400F to 1200F) 
DIMENSIONS: 9 cm x 19 cm x 27 cm (3'72 " x 7'72 " x 10'72 ") 
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 30cm x 14 cm x 36 cm (11778 " x 5'72 " x 14") 
WEIGHT: 2 .7kg(6lbs)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 6 0 kg (13 Ibs)
BATTERIES: 2 of 9 volt

Average Life Expectancy
20 Hours for Continuous Operation

* Specifications subject to change without notice"



l
CRONE GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

3607 WOLFEDALE ROAD. MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO. CANADA L5C 1V8 
TELEPHONE: (416) 270 0096 CABLE: CRONGEO. tORONTO TELEX 06-961260.

Ko.4. MOOKUANX. N.S.W H70 Tti^tww (Of) KB-OW7. T.ta. 7M2*B

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION OF THE 
RADEM VLF-EM RECEIVER

(1) Transmitter Stations

The VLF Communication Broadcast stations 
are positioned throughout the world. At present, 13 
of these stations broadcast steadily except for 
maintenance periods usually of 1/2 to 1/3 days per week. 
The RADEM receives any 7 of these stations with selection 
by means of a switch. The usable range of the stations 
varies widely with power and transmission conditions 
but is usually between 1000 and 5000 miles. Two types of 
signals are broadcast "keyed" (on and off) and "frequency
shif*" (FM).

A station should be selected that is located 
in the same direction as the regional strike. For 
example, if the geological strike is east-west then a 
station located east or west of the operator should be 
used. If in doubt of the geological strike two orthogonal 
stations should be read.

(2) Field Measurements

(a) Dip Angle of Resultant Field

This is the angle of inclination, measured 
from the horizontal in degrees, of the direction of the 
resultant VLF field. The VLF field is normally horizontal 
(O 0 dip). The dip angle measurement is independant of 
the strength of the field and the gain setting of the 
RADEM receiver. When plotted on a profile the dip angles 
usually form a cross-ever pattern above the conductor 
as with the standard vertical loop EM method.

To measure the dip angle the RADEM is first 
held with the instrument face horizontal and rotated 
until a null is obtained (visual minimum on the field 
strength meter and audio null). This aligns the RADEM with the

February 1977
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direction of the VLF field. The RAOEM is then held 
vertically and tilted from right to left until another 
null is obtained. The instrument is held steady in 
this null position and the dip.angle read from the in 
clinometer. Note that the arrow in CRONE points to 
wards the conductor if the arrow points north the dip 
angle is recorded as say 10*N. In making the dip anglef-* 

inmeasurement the Normal-K switch must be in the NORM 
position.

(b) Out-Of-Phase Measurement 
(Usually Not Measured)

The secondary field from a ground conductor 
often is not in the same phase as the primary field, 
therefore the resultant field will have an out-of-phase 
component.

To measure the out-of-phase component as a 
percent of the normal primary field the volume control of 
the amplifier must be set up as a standard. This is 
achieved at a base station in a normal area. The Field 
Strength range switch is placed in the O - 300 position. 
The RADEM held with the f*ce horizontal and the body ro 
tated until a maximum Field Strength reading is obtained. 
In this position the Volume control is adjusted until the 
meter reads "100". The Volume control is left at this 
setting until the base station is read again usually one 
to several hours later, jne Out-Of-Phase reading is the 
minimum position of the F|eld Strength meter when the dip 
angle of the resultant field is being measured. It is 
read at the same time as the dip angle is being read with 
the RADEM in the vertical null position.

The Out-Of-Phase measurement is sensitive to a 
lower order of conductivity than the dip angle measurement. 
For this reason it is often not recorded unless very poor 
conductors are being sought.

(c) y Horizontal Component, of the Field Strength

This is simply 'the strength of the field in the 
horizontal plane. It is the maximum reading obtained from 
the Field Strength meter when the instrument is rotated in 
the horizontal plane. It is therefore at right angles to 
the null position. It is usually read after the dip angle 
measurement simply by holding the RADEM horizontal, the 
CRONE arrow pointing at right angles to the operator, and 
adjusting position for maximum reading in the horizontal 
plane.
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If the signal is keyed the Normal-K switch 
is moved to the "K" position for the field strength 
reading. It must be returned to the normal position 
for dip angle measurement.

The field strength of VLF stations drifts 
with time. This drift is particularly severe during 
sunrise and sunset periods. A base station should be 
established in a normal area and the RADEM adjusted to 
a Horizontal Field Strength of "100" on the "O - 300" 
scale by means of the volume control pot. This base 
or subsidiary base station should be read every one to 
two hours as in a magnetic survey.

Eraser's Method

Reference: Geophysics, Volume 34, No. 6, December 1969. 
"Contouring of VLF-EM Data"

This is a simple operation on the dip angle 
readings that tnoT-e clearly definer anomalous areas. Ifc 
requires a consistent reading interval usually 50' or 
100'. It produces a survey in which the conductors are 
contoured much the same as a Horizontal Field Strength 
survey although lacking the detail possible with the 
Field Strength measurement.

Example of Field Sheet

Station Out-Of- Dip Angle Reading Field Strength Remark 
Phase-% Degrees Time Drift Corr.

lON-Base
10+50N
UN
11+50N
12N
12+50N
13N
13+50N
14M
14+50N

2
2
0
0
0
4
6
6
0
0

0
0
2N
6N

12N
22N
20N
8N
IS

125

100
100
99

101
102
118
185
263
247
164

9:00
:02
:04
:06
:08
: 10
1 12
: 14
: 17
•20

0
0

-1
-1
-2
-2
-2
-3
-3
-4

100
100
98

100
100
116
183
260
244
160

Lake
Lake

Road

X 1 Over

lON-Base 114 10:10 -14 100

^ i i -
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tion Shut-Down Timetable, March 1982. Eastern s. Time

CUTLER, MAINE 24. OK Hz - Every Monday 1200 to
2000 UT (If holiday falls on Monday,
maintenance will be performed on
preceding Friday.)

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 24. 8K Hz - Thursday 1600
to 2400 UT (During Daylight saving
time 1500 to 2300 UT)

LAULUALEI, HAWAII 23.4K Hz - Maintenance
Wednesday and Thursday 1700 to 0500 UT.

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21. 4K Hz - Every Tuesday
1200 to 2000 UT.

NORTH WEST CAPE, AUSTRALIA 22.3 K fiz - Every
Monday 0000 to 0800 UT.

RUGBY, ENGLAND 16. OK Hz - Everyday, 1300 to
1400 UT.

YOSAMI, JAPAN 17. 4K Hz - xfirst Thursday and
^riday of ir. o t;* h 2300 \: r. 0500 UT. every
other Thursday and Friday 2300 to 0700 UT.

List of Available Stations on the RADEM unit

Code Letter Station and Location Frequency
CM Cutler, ftaine 24. OK Hz
SW Seattle, Washington 24. 8K Hz
AM Annapolis, Maryland 21. 4K Hz
H Laulualei, Hawaii 23.4K Hz
BOF Bordeaux, France 15.1K Hz
E Rugby, England 16. OK Hz
MS Moscow, Russia 17. IK Hz
OD Odessa (Black Sea) 15. 6K Hz
NC Exmouth, Australia 22. 3K Hz
HN Helgoland, Norway 17. 6K Hz
YJ Yosami, Japan 17.4K Hz
TJ Tokyo, Japan 20. OK Hz
BA Buenos Air-*, Argentina 23.6K Hz

7 am to 3 pm

11 am to 7 pm

12 am to 12 pm

7 am to ? pm

7 pm to 3 pm

8 am to 9 am

6 pm to 1 am

Call Sian
NAA
NLK
NSS
NPM
NWU
CBR
UMS
EWB
NWC
JXZ
NDT
JG2AR
* * *

X

Temperature Effect

Temperature drift may cause the field strength meter to null 
well below the zero mark. This should be corrected by the screw 
adjustment below the "Normal" switch on the front panel. Adjust 
with the volume control pot at 0.

t

Batteries: Two of 1216 Eveready 9 Volt - Life: 20 Hours continuous, 

crt. 5/4/82

•' A -^v
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1(}9

Jflo

Scale 1:20000

Contour Interval 10 Metres
j. 3 20 17 4900 53800' '

-ante traversed an July 16 
Route traversed on July 17 
Route traversed on July IB 
Route traversed on July 24 
Route traversed on July 25
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ACMURCHY TWP.

STATION*- Annapolis, Maryland

INSTRUMENT ' CRONE RADEM EM RECEIVER

CONDUCTOR

\Grid line — ̂ ——— -~
O M)

Dip Reading

1 i 
i'V/H
VI F FVnfilP

20 0 E l

Dip East I

Dip West 

20 0 W

N

SCALE:

ATAL

V.L

|: 2000

N.T.S. 41 -P- II

DATE: AU6 1991

TWP. PROJECT

.F. - E. M.

0 50 
1 1 1 1

lOOm.
•^

TOWNSHIP: NATAL

M. PERKINS 3//-V
din * r

fj^

41P11NE0066 OP91-257 NATAL 200
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NATAL TOWNSHIP

2a,d ̂MCMURCHY TOWNSHIP URCHY TOWNSHIP

n 
o

5.

4.

Mafic 
5a.

LEGEND
nd Ultramafic 
)iabase

Intrusions

5b. Eabbro

3\

n 
o

o
CD

o

n 
n

Metaselimentary Rocks
4a. Conglomerate: Fine to medium grained, grey-green 

and brownish purple matrix containing 
subrounded to subangular pebble to 
boulder sized clasts of variable 
composition.

Felsic Metavolcanics
fo felsic metavolcanics identified on property. 

Units 2c. and 2f. are intermediate to 
felsic in composition.

Intermediate Metavolcanics 
2a. Vows: Aphanitic and homogranular, massive, gray

green. 
2b. iPorphyritic Flows: As per 2a. with easily

visible feldspar and/or amphibole
phenocrysts. 

2c. iFeldspar-Quartz Porphyritic Flow: As per 2b.
with 15* to 20* feldspar phenocrysts
and 10* to 15* transparent quartz
phenocrysts. 

2d. ' ufft Fine grained, grey to grey-green, exibits
bedding (occassionally graded), and
interbedded chart bands.

2e. Crystal Tuff: Brown, purple-brown and grey in 
colour, medium grained with amphibole 
and/or feldspar crystals.

2f. .api Hi Tuff with Aphanitic Clasts: Grey green 
aphanitic to medium grained matrix 

. with 50* to 75* sub angular to 
subrounded aphanitic clasts.

2g. lapilli Tuff with Phaneritic Clasts: As per 2f. 
but clasts are phaneritic.

2h. Agglomerate: As per 2f. and 2g. but clasts are 
-~ bomb to block sized. May be 4a.
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1. Mafic Metavolcanics
la. Flows: Aphanitic, dark green, purple green, 

massive to weakly foliated.
Ib. Tuff: Fine to medium grained, dark green to 

black, massive to weakly foliayed with 
prominent amphibole crystals.

le. Lapilli Tuff: As per Ib. but containing lapilli 
sized fragments of mafic to 
intermediate composition.

A. Distinctive purple brown and green mottled fine grained 
to aphanitic mafic and -intermediate to mafic 
rocks often containing amphibole crystals.

SYMBOLS

Direction of bedding with dip .direction (south) 

Direction of jointing and veining with dip direction 

Direction of foliation witn dip direction (north) 

Direction of schistosity with dip direction (vertial) 

Direction of glacial movement based on striations

Rock outcrop qv. Quartz vein
ep. Epidote

Ceoloaric contact (t*. Galena
py. Pyrite 

Geologic contact (sub-units) cpy. Chalcopyrite
ea. Carbonate 

Fault/Shear ax, amph
amp ex. Amphibole cystals

Boulder

Claim post and claim lines

Logging gravel road

Swamp
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